
Teacher slide

Recap what has happened so far: Axel and his uncle 
(the professor) decoded the secret message about 
going to Iceland to go down a volcano to the centre
of the earth.

Go through slides.

Chn complete questions in back of green books.



L.I. To discuss a text



Axel and his uncle travel to Iceland 
and descend down Sneffels with a 
man called Hans.
They eventually reach the bottom 
only to find a horizontal tunnel they 
begin to travel through. Then they 
come across a sea...



An extraxt from CHAPTER 31
THE SEA MONSTER
About twelve o'clock a distant sound as of thunder fell upon our ears. I make a note of the fact without even venturing a 
suggestion as to its cause. It was one continued roar as of a sea falling over mighty rocks.
"Far off in the distance," said the Professor dogmatically, "there is some rock or some island against which the sea lashed to 
fury by the wind, is breaking violently."
Hans, without saying a word, clambered to the top of the mast, but could make out nothing. The ocean was level in every 
direction as far as the eye could reach.
Three hours passed away without any sign to indicate what might be before us. Are we advancing towards some mighty 
waterfall which shall cast us into the abyss? Probably this mode of descending into the abyss may be agreeable to the 
Professor, because it would be something like the vertical descent he is so eager to make. I entertain a very different opinion.

What time did the thunder start?
What could venturing mean?
What do lashed, fury and violently suggest about the sea? Which descriptive technique 
has been used?
Which phrase means there were no clues about what was ahead?
Which phrase means the professor would be okay with ‘descending into the abyss’?
Does Axel agree?
Why does the professor want a vertical descent?

As a class…



About four o'clock Hans rises, clambers up the mast, and reaches the truck itself. From this elevated position his looks are 
cast around. They take in a vast circumference of the ocean. At last, his eyes remain fixed. His face expresses no 
astonishment, but his eyes slightly dilate.
"He has seen something at last," cried my uncle.
"I think so," I replied.
Hans came down, stood beside us, and pointed with his right hand to the south.
“There," he said.
And seizing his telescope, my uncle looked at it with great attention for about a minute, which to me appeared an age. I knew 
not what to think or expect.
"Yes, yes," he cried in a tone of considerable surprise, "there it is."
"What?" I asked.
"A tremendous spurt of water rising out of the waves."
"Some other marine monster," I cried, already alarmed.
"Perhaps."

What does Axel think is in the distance?
Where was Hans when he saw something?
Which word tells us that the spurt of water was large?
Think of a synonym for the words in bold?
What do you think the monster is?



At eight o'clock in the evening, reckoning as above ground, where there is day and night, we are not more than two leagues 
from the mighty beast. Its long, black, enormous, mountainous body, lies on the top of the water like an island. But then 
sailors have been said to have gone ashore on sleeping whales, mistaking them for land. Is it illusion, or is it fear? Its length 
cannot be less than a thousand fathoms. What, then, is this cetaceous monster of which no scientist ever thought?
It is quite motionless and presents the appearance of sleep. The sea seems unable to lift him upwards; it is rather the waves
which break on his huge and gigantic frame. The waterspout, rising to a height of five hundred feet, breaks in spray with a 
dull, sullen roar.
We advance, like senseless lunatics, towards this mighty mass.
I honestly confess that I was abjectly afraid. I declared that I would go no farther. I threatened in my terror to cut the sheet of 
the sail. I attacked the Professor with considerable acrimony, calling him foolhardy, mad, I know not what. He made no 
answer.
Suddenly the imperturbable Hans once more pointed his finger to the menacing object:
"Holme!"
"An island!" cried my uncle.
"An island?" I replied, shrugging my shoulders at this poor attempt at deception.
"Of course it is," cried my uncle, bursting into a loud and joyous laugh.
"But the waterspout?"
"Geyser," said Hans.
"Yes, of course—a geyser," replied my uncle, still laughing, "a geyser like those common in Iceland. Jets like this are the great 
wonders of the country."
At first I would not allow that I had been so grossly deceived. What could be more ridiculous than to have taken an island for 
a marine monster? 

Individually/ in pairs – In BACK OF GREEN BOOKS



V 
1. List all the words that the author uses to show the size of the object in the sea.
2. What does motionless mean? 
3. Copy the word Axel used for tricked.
R 
1. What was the object in the sea?
2. What did they think it was at first?
3. How far were they from the beast at 8 o’clock?
I
1. Why would it be easy to confuse a whale with an island? 
2. What did Axel think the geyser was when he thought the island was a whale?
P 
1. What will they do now they know it is an island?
E 
1. How does the author build the tension and curiosity of the reader about what the ‘monster’ is?
S 
1.Put the events in order:
A: The professor realized the water spurt was a geyser.
B: Axel refuses to go any further.
C: Hans shouts that it is an island.



Answers:
V 
1. List all the words that the author uses to show the size of the object in the sea.
Mighty, long, enormous, mountainous, vast, a thousand fathoms, monster, huge, gigantic, height of 500 feet, menacing
2. What does motionless mean? Not moving (without motion)
3. Copy the word Axel used for tricked. deceived
R 
1. What was the object in the sea? An island
2. What did they think it was at first? A sea monster or a whale
3. How far were they from the beast at 8 o’clock? not more than two leagues 
I
1. Why would it be easy to confuse a whale with an island? They are both large and in the sea
2. What did Axel think the geyser was when he thought the island was a whale? Water coming out of the blow hole
P 
1. What will they do now they know it is an island? Explore because they are explorers/ scientists
E 
1. How does the author build the tension and curiosity of the reader about what the ‘monster’ is? He uses a wide range of powerful 
vocabulary to describe its size such as mountainous and menacing. He shows us how Axel’s fear increases as they grow closer (I honestly 
confess that I was abjectly afraid). Phrases like ‘senseless lunatics’ make us think what they are doing is so dangerous they are mad. He 
doesn’t tell us what it really is until later.
S 
1.Put the events in order: BCA
A: The professor realized the water spurt was a geyser.
B: Axel refuses to go any further.
C: Hans shouts that it is an island.
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